MAP AND MANAGE THE
REAL WORLD WITH GEOLOGIN-
the Complete GPS/GIS Solution™

Use GeoLink and you’ll base your management decisions on LIVE DATA direct from the field. One look and you’ll know why this patented, interactive GPS/GIS technology is the most powerful field mapping and vehicle tracking system available. Our USER FRIENDLY affordable system makes it a snap to accurately create or update geographic databases to reflect your real world.

GeoLink displays your position and GIS data in the field on BACKGROUND MAPS, air photos or satellite imagery for direct updating and ground verification. EXPANDABLE modules let you collect any data you need — GIS or CAD attributes, electronic sensor readings, digital photos or video — when you need it. Add GeoLink’s MapTrak™ Vehicle Tracking module to your data collection routine to monitor and manage your field operations and workflow.

GeoLink’s OPEN GPS™ architecture guarantees that your mapping program will be compatible with new GPS, GIS and computer platforms as they develop today and tomorrow. GeoLink’s FIELD PROVEN GPS/GIS data collection, editing, quality assurance and GIS translation functions lead the way, backed by years of solid experience with hundreds of clients in the field and in the office. Let GeoResearch’s GPS/GIS experts help you meet your goals.

CALL 1-800-GEOLOGIN TODAY
EASTERN U.S. (301) 320-0911 OR WESTERN U.S. (406) 248-6771